Hiking-Guide

Enjoyment and experience in the Black Forest
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Premium Hiking Trail

The Relais & Châteaux Hotel Dollenberg is the starting
point for eight lovely hikes to the “Renchtalhütte”,
where you have a spectacular view of the internationally
renowned hotel.
Our shuttle service brings hotel guests who do not wish
to walk back to the Dollenberg with the Dollenberg bus
after a hearty stay at the hut.

Signposts on the Renchtal:
Renchtalsteig

Local routes (yellow rhombus)

Wiesensteig

Regional routes (blue rhombus)
Access routes to the Westweg

Maisacher Turmsteig

Schwarzwaldsteig

Westweg
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Our tip

Take the “Über‘n Buckel”
leisure bus to the
“Alexanderschanze” hike
starting point. There are two
gorgeous routes to our Renchtalhütte
from the Alexanderschanze stop.

The “Über‘n Buckel” leisure bus*
runs between Freudenstadt and Bad
Griesbach Saturday, Sundays, and
holidays. Board at your stop
(from Bad Griesbach there is a
connecting bus or train to Oberkirch).

1. Dreamy Panoramic Hike
6.3 km, ascent 140 m / descent 360 m
Alexanderschanze stop - left, past the hotel,
“Alexanderschanze” location - right follow
(Renchtalsteig) the markings downhill
“Schwarzer Stockweg” - “Oberer Leitweg” “Trogloch” - “Schöngrund” - downhill to the
left - “Mittlerer Brandweg” - “Renchtalhütte”.

Departure Freudenstadt ZOB
(central bus station):
9:10 AM and 4:15 PM
Departure from Bad Griesbach station:
9:51 AM and 5:06 PM
* runs only during the summer schedule
from 1 May to 1 November

Wir geben
der besten Idee
eine Chance!
Konzepte
Fotos
Gestaltung
Print- und
Digital-Medien

2. Lovely Views
8 km, ascent 100 m / descent 320 m
Alexanderschanze stop - left, past the hotel “Alexanderschanze” location follow the
(Westweg) on the right to the
marking
“Zuflucht” location past Hotel Zuflucht - follow
(Renchtalsteig) the marketing downhill
“Rossbühl” - “Kohlgrube” - “Renchtalhütte”
A wonderful hike with numerous natural paths
and lovely views of the Maisach valley and
Oppenau far into the Rhine valley.

72250 Freudenstadt · Fon 07441 / 8857-0
www.seeger-werbung.de
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Starting point Renchtalhütte:
3.3 km, ascent 40 m / descent 330 m
From the Renchtalhütte, follow the asphalt
road downhill to the left until the curve “Rohrenbachblick” location and follow
(yellow rhombus) - “Nockenhofweg” “Habererhütte” - “Kirchberg” - steep path
downhill to “Panoramaweg” - right to the next
fork in the path, downhill to the left - cross the
street - “Kimmigseppenhof” - right Bad Griesbach station.

Starting point Renchtalhütte:

Starting point Renchtalhütte:

8.4 km, ascent 181 m / descent 664 m

7.5 km, ascent 200 m / descent 570 m

From the Renchtalhütte, follow the asphalt road
to the left downhill to the “Martinshof” location,
(blue rhomright “Breitenberg” - left, follow
bus), past the animal pen to the “Holzbühlweg”
(yellow rhombus) - “Holzhau” location “Kalter Brunnen” - “Wassereck” - “Weberskreuz” - “Jägersbirk” - “Rittersbächle” “Ottersberg” - “Stadtpark” Oppenau train station.

From the Renchtalhütte, follow the asphalt road
to the left downhill to the “Martinshof” location,
(blue rhomright “Breitenberg” - left, follow
bus), past the animal pen to the “Holzbühlweg”
(yellow rhombus) - “Holzhau” location “Holderskopf” - “Bästenbachblick” - “HinterBäschtebach” - “Tanz” - “Beim Urbanskreuz”
- “Wendelinsberg” - “Wieseneck” Bad Peterstal train station.
Beautiful alternative:
At the “Bästenbachblick” location you reach
which you can hike via
the Schwarzwaldsteig
Bästenbach or Braunberg to the Bad Peterstal
train station.
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Hike 1 “Lavender Path”

Hike 1 Variation

Starting point Dollenberg:
8.5 km, ascent 452 m / descent 359 m

Starting point Dollenberg:
8.3 km, ascent 452 m / descent 338 m

Follow the asphalt road to the right to the first
house. In the curve, walk between the house and
the garages (private path) to the left the field
path and in the forest walk downhill to the left.
Now you are on the path marked with the
(yellow rhombus). The path goes downhill
into the valley past the gate to the “Dissenhofweg” location. Downhill to the left towards
Herbstwasen - Fischfelsenhütte. At Herbstwasen,
after the house on the hiking path, take the
asphalt road to the left downhill, pass the inn on
Wiesensteig.
the right, and then follow the
Follow the Uferweg (riverside path) to the
“Fischfelsenhütte” location. Pass the hut, the
for the Wiesensteig.
take the path uphill
Follow it to the “Mittlerer Brandweg” location,
go left 200 m downhill into the valley, then to the
right, uphill, Mittlerer Brandweg - Renchtalhütte.

Follow the asphalt road to the right to the first
house. In the curve, walk between the house and
the garages (private path) to the left the field
path and in the forest walk downhill to the left.
Now you are on the path marked with the
(yellow rhombus). The path goes downhill
into the valley past the gate to the “Dissenhofweg” location. Downhill to the left, follow the
(yellow rhombus) to the “Weiherplatz” location.
to the “FischfelsenContinue further
hütte” location. Pass the hut, follow the path
the Wiesensteig
uphill to the right and follow
to the “Mittlerer Brandweg” location, go left
200 m downhill into the valley, then to the right,
uphill, Mittlerer Brandweg - Renchtalhütte.
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Hike 2 “Orange Path”

Hike 3 “Yellow Path”

Starting point Dollenberg:
7.8 km, ascent 436 m / descent 319 m

Starting point Dollenberg:
5.1 km, ascent 336 m / descent 222 m

From the hotel, follow the asphalt road to the right
downhill, pass the playground on the right, at the
first fork in the road, turn right and then you‘ll
reach the “Unterer Dollenberg” location. (When
the weather is dry, you can also take the path
through the field at the playground.) Walk downhill towards “Britschloch”, following the
(yellow rhombus) until the first intersection. Keep
going downhill on the right until you reach the
the Wiesensteig.
intersection with the sign for
Now the path goes into the valley on the right pass
the Herbstwasen in, follow the Uferweg (riverside
path) to the “Fischfelsenhütte” location. Pass
the hut, the take the path uphill following
the Wiesensteig to the “Mittlerer Brandweg”
location, go left 200 m downhill into the valley,
then to the right, uphill, Mittlerer Brandweg Renchtalhütte.

From the hotel, follow the asphalt road to the right
downhill, pass the playground on the right, at the
first fork in the road, turn right and then you‘ll
reach the “Unterer Dollenberg” location. (When
the weather is dry, you can also take the path
through the field at the playground.) Walk downhill towards “Britschloch”, following the
(yellow rhombus) until the first intersection.
Keep going downhill on the right until you
for the
reach the intersection with the sign
Wiesensteig. Now the path goes to the right into
the valley past the Herbstwasen inn, on the left
the asphalt road downhill to the “Herbstwasen”
location. Keep going left, downhill, following the
to Brandstrasse, which leads to the
path
Renchtalhütte with a sharp right-hand turn.
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Hike 4 “Gray Path”

Hike 5 “Brown Path”

Starting point Dollenberg:
3.8 km, ascent 273 m / descent 154 m

Starting point Dollenberg:
4.2 km, ascent 347 m / descent 233 m

From the hotel, follow the asphalt road to the right
downhill, pass the playground on the right, at the
first fork in the road, turn right and then you‘ll
reach the “Unterer Dollenberg” location.
(When the weather is dry, you can also take the
path through the field at the playground.) Walk
downhill towards “Britschloch”, following the
(yellow rhombus) until the first intersection.
Keep going downhill on the right until you reach
for the
the intersection with the sign
Wiesensteig. Now the path goes into the valley
towards the right, past the car repair shop, up to
the
the bridge. Cross the bridge, then follow
street to the left 100 m to the “Rohrenbach” location. Go towards “Nockenhofweg” - “Habererto
hütte” to the right uphill, follow that path
the farm that we pass on the left. After the path,
and turn right at the fork
go uphill to the left
in the path. At the next intersection (no signs)
turn right, then follow the asphalt road uphill
towards the left, on the right to the Renchtalhütte.

From the hotel, follow the asphalt road to the right
downhill, pass the playground on the right, at the
first fork in the road, turn right and then you‘ll
reach the “Unterer Dollenberg” location.
(When the weather is dry, you can also take the
path through the field at the playground.) Walk
downhill towards “Britschloch”, following the
(yellow rhombus) until the first intersection.
To the left downhill, past the pumping station uphill until above the Griesbach
follow the
mineral fountain. Downhill to the right, cross the
bridge, walk 10 m to the right to the “Magdalenenfelsen” location. Go up the mountain to the
, “Bad Griesbach Adlerbad”
left, follow the
direction. From “Bad Griesbach Adlerbad”,
to the right uphill, towards
follow the
“Kirchberg” (steep path) - “Habererhütte”.
At the Habererhütte, take the path to the right
to the asphalt road - straight ahead to the
Renchtalhütte.
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Hike 6 “Red Path”

Hike 7 “Green Path”

Starting point Dollenberg:
18 km, ascent 652 m / descent 539 m

Starting point Dollenberg:
16.5 km, ascent 660 m / descent 580 m

From the hotel, follow the path to the right across
the car park to the “Dollenberg” location. Now
(yellow rhombus) to the left
follow the
uphill, cross the street, and go about 20 m to
the left uphill to the “Renchtalblick” car park.
Follow the highway downhill to the right, and
turn into the path in the forest at the next hairpin curve. At the “Müselgrund” location, turn
right into the Brünnelweg to the 1st fork in the
and continue uphill on
path, then leave it
the “Änderlishüttenweg”. At the intersection,
turn left go slightly downhill and right uphill on
(yellow
the next path. You‘ll be back on the
rhombus), turn right, pass the windmill, cross the
street to reach the “Neuer Höhenweg” location.
(Schanzenweg) to the right
Follow the Westweg
towards “Wolfursprung”. “Wolfursprung” loca(blue rhombus). “Am Grenzweg”,
tion right
and the
left at the “Moos” location and follow
“Heimatpfad”, cross the highway, go to the right to
the “Kniebis Stadion” location. Follow the
to the left to the “Rankweg” location, there
go to the left towards “Ellbachseeblick” (pass the
char-coal piles on the right). At “Ellbachseeblick”
follow towards “Alexanderschanze”,
on the left
turn right at Guterbrunnenweg, turn left at the
next fork in the path. At the Seehaldeweg, leave
(blue rhombus) to the right (notice - no path
markings for 1.2 km). At the next fork in the path,
left, cross the B 500 highway at the
follow the
“Zimmerholz” car park, and go straight ahead
slightly downhill. At the “Am Badberg” location, folWestweg towards “Zuflucht” until you
low the
reach the “Härtle” location. Follow the links
downhill to “Schöngrund”, go to the left and choose
the Pionierweg to the right uphill (notice: no path
markings for 2 km) to the “Kohlgrube” location.
Renchtalsteig that you
There we will reach the
will follow all the way to the Renchtalhütte.

From the hotel, go to the left across the car park to
the “Dollenberg” location towards Teufelskanzel,
(yellow rhombus) past the distilfollow the
lery. Go uphill to the left before the street, cross
the street, and walk up the Kirchsteinbruchweg.
further to the “Teufelskanzelweg”
Follow the
location. There we will reach the Renchtalsteig
and go to the right uphill via the Teufelskanzel to the “Teufelskanzel” location, go left
towards “Blitzhütte” then left uphill to the
“Schnepfenmoos” location. Take the Westweg
to the left towards “Alexanderschanze”,
pass the “Hildahütte”, after 200 m sharp
right and turn right at “Graseck”, too. At the
“Neuer Höhenweg” location, we cross the
(yellow rhombus) to
street and follow the
the “Oberer Leitweg” location. There we reach
again and walk past the
the Renchtalsteig
Renchquelle to the “Schöngrund” location. Follow
the path to the left downhill, following the
until the “Mittlerer Brandweg” location, go left
200 m downhill into the valley, then to the right
Mittlerer Brandweg - Renchtalhütte.
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Hike “Maisacher Turmsteig”
Not displayed in hiking map on page 38/39

Starting point Renchtalhütte:
14.1 km, ascent 656 m / descent 656 m
Starting at the “Renchtalhütte”, walk past the
goat enclosure, keeping to the right and continue
into the forest. After approx. 200 m keep
on
left along the edge of the forest until you reach
“Am Bildstöckle”. Keep to the road until you reach
“Martinshof” and continue until you reach the
“Zum Breitenberg” inn, continuing straight on
until you arrive at Breitenberg-Bildstöckle. Take a
sharp right turn along a level forest path over an
ascent until you reach a fork (with a view of the
“Buchkopfturm” tower). Turning left, you take the
descending path until you arrive at the “Pavillon”
rest area – ascend to the “Turmsteig”, always foluntil you reach the narrow ridge.
lowing the
When you reach the next fork, turn right in the
direction of the valley, cross the forest path and
then turn left at the edge of the forest. A meadow
path brings you to the “Wilfeneck” horse farm.
From here, you hike in the direction of the valley
and turn left in order to reach the rest area. Follow
downwards until you reach the hiker´s
the
car park signposted “Schule/Ortsverwaltung
Maisach”. Take the steps and walk along the road
until you reach the former Hirsch Inn. When you
reach “Maisach Schule” (school) cross the bridge

on the right and hike alongside the Maisach. After
passing the “Säge Maisach”, follow the road for
100 m until you arrive at “Unterm Grat”. Cross the
over the ascent
Maisacher Straße. Follow the
in the direction of “Maisacher Grat”. After 400 m
turn right off the forest path and follow the track
that ascends towards the ridge (magnificent view
down to the Maisach Valley). Cross the forest
path and ascend in the direction of “Rankeck”.
When you come to the next fork (approx. 500 m),
take the right hand path. When you reach the
“Schnapsbrunnen” sign, hike up the track on the
right through the forest, crossing the meadow in
the direction of the “Paulushof Schnapsbrunnen”.
Follow the Turnsteig until you reach “Wernest”
than descend down into the valley via the road.
After approx. 100 m, turn left to the “Landeplatz”
where the paragliders start and land. Go left via
the Qualitätsweg until you reach the 28 m high
“Buchkopfturm Oppenau” tower. To return, follow
the “Renchtalsteig” signposts until you arrive
at the Brandkopf resting place and then hike
along the track on the right that brings you to the

“Renchtalhütte”.

Buchkopfturm Oppenau
Tower
Erected on the 921 m
high Buchkopf by
Oppenau Town Council
in 2015.
Eight storeys and around
140 steps bring you to
the top floor with a view
over the hiking route and
the Renchtal Valley, the
Rhine Valley and even to
the Vosges on a clear day.
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Pleasure Tour “Wiesensteig”
Starting point Bad Peterstal/Griesbach:
10.9 km, ascent 446 m / descent 430 m
You start at the “Wiesensteigportal” at the “Weiherplatz” hiker´s car park in Bad Peterstal-Griesbach
(suburb of Bad Griesbach, in the direction of
“Höhengasthaus Herbstwasen”). From the car
park, hike down to the pond, go past the former lake
to the right at the footbridge, following the Wilde
Rench until you arrive at the “Fischfelsenhütte”.
The path winds through the forest until it reaches
the “Renchtalhütte”. Pass through a small forest
situated above the animal enclosure/children´s playground. The path ends in a small road that you follow
for approx. 350 m on the left. Then turn right into a
grassy path until you reach “Haberer Hütte”. Follow
this road that makes a descent and keep to the left
behind the farmhouse. After hiking along a stretch of
tarmac road, you hike to a forest path that you then
follow. At the next junction, keep left and follow the
ascending path until you have a view of the surroundings of “Stieg” on your right. Now turn left at the
edge of the forest, down a mountain meadow until
you arrive at the houses and continue along a forest

path until you arrive at “Naturfenster” and the
Himmelsliege loungers above “Haus Wilde Rench”.
The meadow ascent changes the side of the valley.
Cross the “Wilde Rench”. Follow an ascent until
you reach the housing estate. The “Alpirsbacher
Bierbrunnen” is located above “Dissenhof”. You
will find idyllic resting places high up (with magnificent views across the Wilde Rench Valley). The next
section leads you along the edge of the forest and
ends in a forest path with a slight ascent. Cross the
Gebirgsbach stream at “Maiersloch”. This is where
the meadow ascent brings you to another resting
place. An ascent awaits you here with a nature trail
that is lined by birch trees. When you are high up, go
left over the “Hinteren Heidenbühl” and continue
along forest paths (a possibility for taking a rest is
provided at the end of this section). Continue on to
“Höhengasthaus Herbstwasen” and follow a path
down to the Wilde Rench, passing a former pond
until you return to your starting point.
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